2015 Awards

College of Engineering
Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering

Professor Lester W. Cory Scholarship
Gustin Froias

Mata Sugni Devi Scholarship
Jawanza Foster

Regina Rheault Scholarship
Kari Cannon

Tacy Family Scholarship
Emily DeBoer

Dr. W. John Howard Scholarship
Nelson Fernandes

Everett S. Johnson Scholarship
Abner Barros

Brenda Karnasiewicz-Freese Scholarship
Ashley Carlson

Courion Cares UMass Scholarship
Christopher Parks

William T. and William J. Anderson Memorial Scholarship
Erickson Ramos

John I. Babbitt Scholarship
Christopher Camara

Academic Excellence Award in Computer Engineering
Maxwell Jacob

Academic Excellence Award in Computer Engineering by a Transfer Student
Matthew D. Furtado

Academic Excellence Award in Electrical Engineering
Colin Joseph Ryan

Academic Excellence Award in Electrical Engineering by a Transfer Student
Chengyang Chen

Academic Achievement Award in Computer Engineering
Daniel Robert Noyes

Academic Achievement Award in Electrical Engineering
Graham Thomas Entwistle
Nathan Murphy

Electrical & Computer Engineering Departmental Service Award
Radienxe Bautista
Matthew Amos Crossman
Stephanie Lynn Davison
Catherine F. Duncan
Andrew Vincent Eatman
Anisha Reddy Gangapuram
Daniel Robert Noyes
Colin Joseph Ryan